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MICHAEL PRESSER LOOKS BACK ON 40 YEARS OF INSIDE
BROADWAY:
The People, The Places, The Shows
By Donald Yonker

Inside Broadway has had a longer run than CATS, which started it all. It’s been running
longer than Broadway’s all-time champ, The Phantom of the Opera, which is promising
to close after 35 years. It all started with a ticket program: In 1982 Lee Silver, Vice
President of the Shubert Organization, introduced Michael Presser to Bernie Jacobs who
along with Gerald Schoenfeld were the Shuberts. Bernie had a proposal. He was bringing
over a show from London called CATS and he thought it would make for a great civic
move to offer free Wednesday matinee tickets to school children. For all of the show’s
18-year run, every Wednesday matinee the Shuberts gave 50 tickets to New York City
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school children. Inside Broadway wasn’t Inside Broadway yet. It was just a ticket
program. How it became Inside Broadway is a saga. There were a lot of people who
helped along the way and a few who didn’t, and Michael remembers many of them.
Gerald Schoenfeld, or Jerry, as Michael came to know him, was the other Shubert entity,
who, along with Bernie Jacobs, ran the Shubert theatrical empire. Schoenfeld was another
of those larger-than-life characters that only the theatre seems to produce. He was a great
showman who could be at times pompous,
others charming, and at others completely
terrifying. He could poke fun at himself
but didn’t suffer fools gladly. He was
definitely not someone to be crossed.
Among Michael’s many stories about
Jerry, this is a favorite: One Wednesday
afternoon Michael was heading down
Broadway after having distributed the
tickets to the children for CATS when Jerry
pulled up beside him in a limo. “Michael,”
he said, what brings you to the Rialto?” He
then got out of the limo and walked with Michael down Broadway, pointing out along the
way the new buildings that were going up around Times Square. (Schoenfeld was always
interested in real estate.) When they got to Shubert Alley, Schoenfeld suggested they
catch the Act I finale of Sunday in the Park with George, which was playing at the Booth
Theatre. As they entered the Booth theatre, staff all but stood at attention as if the General
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had arrived. Jerry had timed their entrance perfectly and what is probably the best
moment in the show had just started. It is the moment when Mandy Patinkin as George
Seurat finally completes his painting of “A Sunday Afternoon on the Island of La Grande
Jatte.” All the actors are arranged like the characters in the painting, and it is indeed a
thrilling moment. Jerry absolutely glowed with pride.
Bernie Jacobs, the Shubert Organization’s other Grand Pooh-Bah, was very different
from Gerald Schoenfeld. Yet they blended together quite well. They didn’t always agree
on everything but any disagreements between them were confined behind the walls of the
Shubert Organization. Michael’s
relationship with Jacobs was stronger
than the one with Schoenfeld. Although
Schoenfeld was involved with a ticket
program called Early Stages, Jacobs
was more involved with Inside
Broadway, an involvement that
Schoenfeld inherited when Jacobs died.
Michael says that sitting in Jacobs’
office was an “absolute education.”
Jacobs would have a phone to each ear,
carrying on two different conversations, while employees and secretaries came running in
with even more problems. Michael learned a lot about Broadway and running a business
from Jacobs whose sense of humor was quiet and sly. He could be tough but his attitude
toward Michael was kind, almost grandfatherly.
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As an aside about Jacobs and Schoenfeld: their office doors were open to everyone. They
wanted to hear about problems straightaway rather than hear about them three weeks later
when they had become bigger problems.
Michael Bennett, celebrated director of A Chorus Line and Dreamgirls, for which Inside
Broadway included in the ticket program through the Shuberts, was introduced to
Michael by Bernie Jacobs. The meeting took place in a trailer behind the Imperial
Theatre where the restaged Act Two opening of Dreamgirls was being filmed that day.
Near the end of Bennett’s life, Michael arranged, through Bernie Jacobs, to send Bennett
a batch of thank you letters from children who had seen Dreamgirls because of the ticket
program.
A press agent introduced Michael to the Abominable Showman, David Merrick, at a
preview of an ill-fated revival of the Gershwin’s Oh, Kay. Merrick at this point wasn’t so
abominable as he was confined to a wheelchair and seemed mentally somewhat out of it.
David Geffen, one of the producers of CATS, came to the rescue when Inside Broadway
needed money to cover royalties for use of the music from the CATS original cast
recording for the Broadway Backstage video that they were producing to show the
backstage operation. He sent the organization a check for $5,000 for which Michael
gratefully thanked him.
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Paul Naish was the first associate Michael hired to help him with Inside Broadway. Paul
was a Cincinnati native and a Yale graduate. He came into the Company when the
Shubert Organization added Dreamgirls to the ticket program. Paul became the “keeper
of the gate” for the distribution of the tickets and coordinated things with theatres and
schools. He was charming and of an
almost priestly demeanor, but he could
be tough when he needed to be as
when a staffer of the New York Urban
Coalition cornered him and demanded
tickets for CATS for her family. “No,”
he told her. “Those tickets are for the
children.” She was determined but
Paul was just as determined and to her
chagrin, he did not give in to her
demands. A favorite story of Michael’s
about Paul involves what happened
after a meeting at City Hall with the
Manhattan Borough President. Gerald Schoenfeld was also at the meeting and gave
Michael a ride back uptown. In the limo Jerry showed Michael his latest “toy,” a cell
phone. Cell phones were just coming into use. “Call your office,” Schoenfeld demanded,
handing Michael the phone. Paul answered the call and when Michael told him he was
talking to him from Schoenfeld’s car on his cell phone, Paul’s unpriestly answer was “No
sh*t!”
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Patricia Schuh was another staffer who, like Paul, came from the Midwest. Schuh was of
a sweet demeanor and charmed even Gerald Schoenfeld when, at a Christmas party, she
asked him to dance. Schoenfeld agreed and they danced a mean polka. At the end,
Schoenfeld kissed her on the cheek.

Rick Domenico was hired by Paul Naish when he met him working in a copy shop. It was
Domenico who came up with the name Inside Broadway. It was originally the name used
for a school program in which Michael would take Broadway performers from different
shows around to schools, do a few songs from their shows, and participate in a Q&A
session afterwards. Since everyone had trouble remembering the name Midtown Arts
Project (the original name; even Jerry Schoenfeld simply called it “Michael Presser’s
Project), Inside Broadway summed up exactly what “Michael Presser’s Project” was and
the name stuck. Domenico was also a fine musician and went on to become the Director
of Music at the largest church in Fort Lauderdale, Florida.
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Over at the Imperial Theatre, where Dreamgirls played, Fran Barbaretti was the head
usher. She had been there for a long time and may even still be. She understood the
importance of children getting to see a Broadway show. After all, they’re the future
audience. She often came to the defense of the children and Inside Broadway when
anyone complained about the children possibly being disruptive audience members or
getting tickets for free.
Lee Silver was one of the most important men in getting Inside Broadway started. Tough
and gruff, like all those old-time newspaper men from 30s and 40s movies, he was a
former reporter and knew the ins and outs of Broadway. He was Vice President of the
Shubert Organization and introduced Michael to Bernie Jacobs. He took a fatherly
interest in Michael and understood the value of a program like Inside Broadway to
children. As VP he ran interference for Jacobs and Schoenfeld and was very helpful when
theatres were being less than accommodating to Inside Broadway. Though on the surface
he presented a hostile façade, he could be kind and thoughtful, but don’t cross him
because, unlike baseball, he didn’t believe in three strikes. It was just one and you were
out.
Joseph Papp was one of those larger-than-life characters that the theatre every so often
produces. He could be rather loose with facts and was always announcing extravagant
projects and plans before they were ready to be announced, or sometimes they never
happened. He could also be very territorial. When Inside Broadway announced it would
be working with The Royal Shakespeare Company on The Shakespeare Connection,
Papp got his high dudgeon on. How dare they, as if Shakespeare in New York City
belonged to him alone. Papp complained to both Bernie Jacobs and Alan Eisenberg of
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Actors Equity. Michael defended the Shakespeare Connection, saying they were bringing
over teaching artists, not performers and that was that.
Steve Krause, Deputy Director of the New York City Youth Bureau (now known as the
Department of Youth and Community Development) was a big champion of funding for
arts programs. He was very enthusiastic about Inside Broadway’s ticket program and
helped open the doors to City Hall and got Inside Broadway its first government funding.

NEW YORK CITY MAYORS
Inside Broadway has worked with six of the City’s mayors in varying capacities.

David Dinkins is the mayor Michael remembers most fondly. Michael had met Dinkins
through Manhattan Community Board 5 before Dinkins was Mayor. He was a champion
of arts and education and along with his Deputy Mayor, Barbara Fife, was very helpful to
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Inside Broadway. He never forgot the CATS ticket program. He even held a 25th
Anniversary luncheon for Inside Broadway at Gracie Mansion. After he left office, he
would always ask about Inside Broadway whenever Michael would meet him at various
civic functions.

Ed Koch was Mayor when New York was going through a severe financial crisis. He was
a softie and a theatre lover at heart. He came to the opening night of CATS. When the
City budget was being drawn up each year, he would cut funding from the arts but before
it was finalized, he always put the money back.
Mike Bloomberg’s most notable contribution to Inside Broadway was attending the 2010
Broadway Beacon Awards and presenting the award to Cristyne Nicholas. Bloomberg
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sent Inside Broadway a letter to congratulate them on the event, which had a misspelling
in it. Paul Naish called the Mayor’s office about the misspelling and there was hysteria at
the other end. Inside Broadway was told not to show that letter publicly and a
replacement with a correction was sent that same day.
New York Urban Coalition was a social service organization that encouraged economic
development in minority communities. Inside Broadway became involved with them
because they had not yet incorporated and needed a non-profit organization to act as a
conduit for receiving funds from the Youth Bureau. Steve Krause connected Inside
Broadway with the Coalition, which had offices at 1515 Broadway on the 45th floor. In
exchange for acting as that conduit and donating some office space to Inside Broadway,
NYUC got to participate in the CATS ticket program. NYUC, despite sharing office space
with Inside Broadway, wasn’t a good fit. They wanted to control Inside Broadway and
Michael was having none of it. This all became moot when NYUC ran out of money and
had to vacate 1515 Broadway. Michael and Paul decided it was time to incorporate Inside
Broadway as a non-profit. For the next two years, Inside Broadway operated out of
Michael’s apartment on his kitchen table. Eventually they moved to an office of their
own on 44th Street across from the Shubert-owned Belasco Theatre whereupon Michael
remarked to Schoenfeld that he would keep an eye on it for Shubert. Schoenfeld would
then reply that he would rather Michael rent it.
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As a member of the University Club, Michael organized an annual Broadway concert at
the Club. For almost twenty years Inside Broadway’s concerts featured tributes to
everyone from the Gershwins, Rodgers and Hart, Leonard Bernstein, Andrew Lloyd
Webber, et al. The humorous scripts were written by Donald Yonker. Cheryl Swift was
the sure-handed director and choreographer. It was always fun to stand in the back of the
Club’s ballroom with Cheryl and watch the performers bring her handiwork to life. Paul
Chamlin, musical director, was much more than an accompanist. He could make a piano
sound like an orchestra and yet gave perfect support to each of the performers.
The New Explorers’ Club was an afterschool program created by Paul Naish in
association with the Single Parent Resource Center, directed by Suzanne Jones. Steve
Krause had the Youth Bureau fund the program, which enabled children involved in the
program to have arts programming, attended Broadway shows and even met Mayor Koch
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during a City Hall tour. Unfortunately, the program ran for only a few years before
fizzling out.

PANDEMIC
Michael isn’t bragging when he says Inside Broadway survived the pandemic because of
hustle from himself and his staff. They had to be open to change and new opportunities.
Otherwise, they might have gone under, as many organizations did. Schools being closed
down meant that Inside Broadway couldn’t do their in-school programs, which meant
that they could not fulfill their city contracts.
Michael and Inside Broadway’s staff had to think outside the box. They decided to go
with video instructions, both live and taped. Thus, Inside Broadway was able to fulfill
their contracts while providing dance, music and acting lessons. Teachers said these
videos were a great help to the students. They looked forward to them as they made a
break in their day. Also, since the videos were recorded, they could be done on weekends
by the kids and their parents.
Video production also saved money as compared to live productions. Nevertheless,
Michael aggressively pursued government relief programs, particularly the PPP loan
program and the Shuttered Venues Operating Grant.
For PPP it took six months to find a bank to underwrite the loan. The Dime Community
Bank was the one that finally came through.
When it came to the SVOG, several lawyers and accountants advised Michael against
applying for it. Michael was determined to find a way and thanks to bookkeeper Kieran
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Kelly, they found it. By focusing on the Creating the Magic Program and Inside
Broadway’s touring productions, they were able to fit the guidelines for theatre presenters
and secure a grant.
ERC (Employee Retention Credit) was also a great help, and the IRS refunded the
Federal wage tax, another help to all businesses.

Final Reflections on Inside Broadway’s 40th Anniversary
Broadway has changed a lot since 1982 when Bernie Jacobs proposed the CATS ticket
program to Michael. In a way Bernie was prescient. Back then Broadway didn’t care
much about catering to family audiences or giving free tickets to children. Today that has
all changed, particularly with Disney practically dominating Broadway. And Inside
Broadway has changed, too. Among many innovations due to Inside Broadway are
educational materials for Broadway shows. Again, this started with CATS and the CATS
Funbook, which included interviews with the creators of the show, word games, T. S.
Eliot poems, a makeup page, and other elements from the show that led the way. Most
shows do this kind of thing now through their group sales office, but Inside Broadway
was the first. The Funbook was so successful that it was even distributed by the CATS
touring companies as they crossed the country. A fifteen-minute video entitled Broadway
Backstage that showed how CATS runs backstage every night was another innovation.
The video even made its way to Russia when Michael took it to Moscow and St.
Petersburg to show to Russian students.
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The Creating the Magic program grew out of the CATS ticket program. Creating the
Magic invites thousands of children to come to a Broadway theatre and see how a
Broadway show is put together: everything from stage management to lighting to make
up to props, as well as performing.
40 years is a long run for any non-profit organization when so many hardly make it past
their fifth year. Inside Broadway is stronger than ever, both artistically and financially.
Michael attributes this long run to many caring and dedicated people, especially his staff,
in particular his Associate Producer and Company Manager, Nicholas M. Sala, and
Program Director Katie McAllister. These days, the Department of Education, the
Department of Cultural Affairs, and the New York City Council have realized how
important the arts are for children.
Here’s to another 40 years.
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Donald Yonker has been writing for Michael Presser and Inside Broadway for many years. This
includes scripts for the yearly Broadway revue at The University Club. He is a former VARIETY
staffer, has worked for Eddie Murphy's TV Production company, for Sue Wolf's Twentieth
Century Wolf Productions, and done public relations for Cushman/Wakefield. His writing has
won prizes and he has three musicals in the works.

